History has shown that once someone attends IAMFA’s Annual Conference, they never want to miss another one. There is no better value available to network and learn along-side your peers that have your same job at other cultural institutions. Please note also that there is a program for Guests, so feel welcome to bring your partner; they will have an unforgettable time exploring the region, and understanding more about what you do at work. This year's Annual Conference is in the Canadian cities of Ottawa and Gatineau, and the surrounding area. The five days of the conference includes numerous presentations, most meals, evening activities including a formal closing gala dinner (black tie optional), and behind the scenes tours of the region's major cultural institutions. You will learn from other museum facility professionals what they are doing to improve operations and sustainability, and reduce operating costs. You’ll learn about the best practices of your colleagues, and compare notes with others around the globe dealing with the very same issues you are. Please come back often to see the plans as they develop on our Conference Page, or read a recap of past conferences. Don’t hesitate to contact us if we can answer any questions you may have.

See you in 2017 in Canada!